Justification: Life Drawing (ARTS 2323) and Intermediate Life Drawing (ARTS 3323) are courses that introduce students to the fundamental elements of drawing the human figure. This study is designed to further develop ability in drawing through observation and interpretation of the human form. As such, this course requires the assistance of a model for each class. The Lab Fees in both ARTS 2323, and ARTS 3323 need to be increased in order to continue being able to afford these models. Currently the FPA Department is covering over two-thirds of the cost of the model, however, due to rising expenses and projected budget shortfalls, there is no longer room in the budget to accommodate this. The Lab Fee needs to be increased from $30.00 to a Course Fee of $75.00. These courses are offered together as a single stacked class, so it is logical they would both be similarly adjusted.

Please see accompanying Budget Description and Justification.
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Justification for Lab Fee Adjustment for ARTS 2323 (Life Drawing) and ARTS 3323 (Intermediate Life Drawing)

Life Drawing and Intermediate Life Drawing are courses that introduce students to the fundamental elements of drawing the human figure. This study is designed to further develop ability in drawing through observation and interpretation of the human form. As such, this course requires the assistance of a model for each class. The Lab Fees in both ARTS 2323, and ARTS 3323 need to be increased in order to continue being able to afford these models. Currently the FPA Department is covering over two-thirds of the cost of the model, however, due to rising expenses, there is no longer room in the budget to accommodate this. The Lab Fee needs to be increased from $30.00 to a Course Fee of $75.00. These courses are offered together as a single stacked class, so it is logical they would both be similarly adjusted.

Budget

Classes per semester requiring a model: 25
Class length: 2.5 hours
Monetary compensation for model: 15.00$/hour
Cost of maintaining Model for one semester:

\[25 \times 2.5 \times 15.00 = 937.50\]

Maximum enrollment in a stacked Life Drawing/Intermediate Life Drawing Class: 13 students

\[937.50 \div 13 = 72.12 \text{$/per student}}\]

Cost of model/student: $2.88

The leftover amount will be put towards purchasing supplies for the students’ first week of school, prior to purchasing their required drawing materials. It will also contribute to the costs of the bulbs for the spot lights.